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This document is intended for informational and reference purposes only. The handbook provides basic information on safe excavation practices and the protection of underground utility facilities in the city of Chicago. This handbook is not a legal reference. It is not intended to be a full and complete statement of the law, nor of the excavators’ duties and responsibilities when engaging in excavation work. Questions regarding the interpretation of the law should be directed to an attorney. The contents of this handbook, DIGGER/Chicago 811 policies and the City ordinance are subject to change without notice. The print date of this handbook revision is February 2017.

PRINTING DIG TICKETS ON-LINE
You can print a copy of your Dig Notice from here: https://ipi.cityofchicago.org/Digger/DT/Lookup
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1. The Chicago Utility Alert Network - Overview

The Chicago Utility Alert Network, commonly referred to as DIGGER/Chicago 811, is the 24-hour service network system established by the City of Chicago that provides a free, one-call service to persons engaged in excavation and demolition, and notifies persons who own and operate underground facilities of impending excavations and demolitions within the City's corporate limits. DIGGER/Chicago 811 was formed in August of 1974 by the owners and operators of underground facilities in the City of Chicago as a means of reducing damage to those facilities. In November 2016, the City of Chicago added and adopted the “Chicago Underground Facilities Damage Prevention Ordinance” as Chapter 10-21.

Loss of natural gas, telephone, water or electricity can leave communities without such services as police, fire and medical protection. When damaged, these vital services can endanger life, property and public safety. They can also be expensive and time consuming to repair.

2. Chicago Underground Facilities Damage Prevention Ordinance

I. Underground Facility Owner Duties and Requirements

Every person that owns or operates an underground facility located in the City of Chicago must become a member of DIGGER/Chicago 811 by January 1, 2017. On or before that date, the person shall register with DIGGER/Chicago 811 on-line, providing such information as the Commissioner may require, which will include at least the person's name, and the name, title, address, telephone number, and email of the person's representative designated to receive the notice of intent to engage in excavation or demolition. If an underground facility becomes subject to this chapter on a date after January 1, 2017, or, if a person acquires an underground facility after January 1, 2017, the person who owns or operates that facility shall become a member of DIGGER/Chicago 811 and provide the information required within 30 days after that date. A person owning or operating an underground facility subject to this chapter shall report to DIGGER/Chicago 811 any changes in the information required within 30 days after the change. Property owners who own underground facilities solely by virtue of owning the property where the facilities are located are exempt from membership in DIGGER/Chicago 811.
3. DIGGER/Chicago 811 Awareness

I. Before you DIG…. CALL 811

Anytime you plan to dig, whether it’s a small home-owner job (i.e. putting up a fence or clothesline, planting a garden or shrubbery, building a home addition, deck or foundation, etc.) or a large construction project you must call 48 hours (excludes Weekends and/or Holidays) prior to digging. Forty eight (48) hours is defined as two business days beginning at 8:00 a.m. and ending at 4:00 p.m. (exclusive of Saturdays, Sundays and holidays). Locate requests received after 4 p.m. are processed as if received at 8 a.m. the next business day. 811 will notify the owners/operators of underground facilities owners of the planned digging activity.

Method to reach DIGGER/Chicago 811:
Phone – Call 811 or (312) 744-7000: If digging on a street that borders both the City & the Suburbs, contact DIGGER/Chicago 811 & JULIE. If digging outside the city limits of Chicago CONTACT JULIE (800) 892-0123
Online – Fill out all required information via the following website: https://ipi.cityofchicago.org/Digger.
Fax – (312) 742-0950, provide all of the information found on the online request form and DIGGER/CHICAGO 811 will fax back the DIGGER/CHICAGO 811 number and the start date to you.

Hours of DIGGER/Chicago 811:
DIGGER/Chicago 811 operators are standing by 6 a.m. to 10 p.m., Monday through Friday. After 10 p.m. calls will be transferred to the 311 center. The 311 center is used for emergency locate requests only.

The following is a list of DIGGER/CHICAGO 811 Holidays:
- New Year’s Day
- Memorial Day
- Independence Day
- Labor Day
- Thanksgiving Day
- Day after Thanksgiving
- Christmas Day

During these days 311 Center will be taking calls for emergency locate requests only.

II. What is a DIG Number?

A dig number identifies the specific location request record you had processed associated with any required permits. Each separate entity involved in an excavation or demolition shall acquire its own dig numbers; a dig number acquired by a primary contractor shall not cover work performed by a subcontractor. This record contains all of the information about your request along with a list of DIGGER/Chicago 811 members receiving your request. It is important that you...
write this number down and keep it with your personal records. DIGGER/Chicago 811 keeps this information on file for seven years.

III. When NOT to CALL 811
DIGGER/Chicago 811 should NOT be contacted for any of the following reasons:

• To report any type of service outage due to weather conditions.
• To resolve any type of utility billing problem.
• To report any excavation outside of the City of Chicago.
• To request any type of facility removal or relocation (including meter removals prior to demolition of a building).
• To request initiation of any type of utility service.
• Legal questions (such as locating for utility letters, or subdividing property).

4. DIGGER/Chicago 811 - Excavation – Planned or Emergency

I. Excavation and Demolition Requirements

Every person who engages in non-emergency (planned) excavation or demolition shall:

Take reasonable steps to learn the location of any underground facilities in and near the area where the excavation or demolition will be conducted.

Outline the dig site prior to calling DIGGER/Chicago 811. Pre-marking is not required for joint meetings or emergency work. When an address is not posted or when excavation is taking place on property without a building, it is important that the excavator makes the site identifiable for the locators by posting the lot number or address in a conspicuous manner at the site.

“Pre-mark” means to use paint, stakes or flags to delineate the work area at the site of the proposed excavation or demolition area. An existing above ground structure may be considered a pre-mark. A verbal pre-mark is adequate when the scope requested to be marked is narrow and explicit enough to prevent marking a large area beyond the actual area of excavation or demolition. If utilized, Physical pre-marking for the area of the planned excavation or demolition should be accomplished prior to notifying the One-Call Notice System. The area pre-marked shall be within the scope of your permit and proposed dig ticket and explained in detail in the comments section of the dig ticket.

Provide notice through DIGGER/CHICAGO 811 to the persons who own and operate the underground facilities in and near the excavation or demolition area, not less than 48 hours, but no more than 14 calendar days, in advance of the start of the excavation or demolition. At a minimum, this notice shall provide the following for people performing the planned excavation
or demolition: name, address, phone number, e-mail address; start date and time of the planned work; address at which the excavation or demolition will take place; and the type and extent of the work involved.

Limit the excavation or demolition to the specific locations, dates, and times provided to DIGGER/CHICAGO 811, and provide, during and following the excavation or demolition, such support for existing underground facilities in and near the excavation or demolition area as necessary for the protection of such facilities, unless otherwise approved by the persons who own or operate the underground facilities.

Plan the excavation or demolition in a manner designed to avoid or minimize interference with underground facilities by utilizing precautions including, but not limited to, hand or vacuum excavation methods, and visual inspection of the excavation while in progress until clear of the existing marked facility. When utilizing “trenchless technologies”, special attention will be required to facilities that may become in conflict with the proposed path. Reasonable steps shall be taken to visually verify locations of conflicting facilities prior to and during excavation activities. This is meant to assure facilities are not damaged during excavation activity. Due to the nature of this work, necessary steps and practices shall be taken between operator and excavator to ensure the safety of the public and the integrity of existing infrastructure.

Backfill and restore all excavations in accordance to the CDOT Rules and Regulations for Construction in the Public Way.

Provide a follow-up notice through DIGGER/CHICAGO 811 to the persons who own or operate the underground facilities in and near the excavation or demolition area informing them that additional time to complete the excavation or demolition project is required if the excavation or demolition project will extend past 28 calendar days from the date of the original notice provided or upon expiration of the applicable public way permit, whichever is sooner. Upon providing this notice and extending any required permits, the person engaged in the excavation or demolition will receive from DIGGER/CHICAGO 811 a new dig number allowing an additional 28 calendar days to complete the project.

If, after proper notification through DIGGER/CHICAGO 811 and arrival at the site of the proposed excavation or demolition, the person engaged in the excavation or demolition observes clear evidence of the presence of an unmarked or incompletely marked underground facility in the area of the proposed excavation or demolition, the person engaged in the excavation or demolition shall cease the excavation or demolition until either the underground facility has been marked or two hours after an additional call is made to DIGGER/CHICAGO 811, whichever is sooner. The person who owns or operates the underground facility shall respond within two hours after the
person engaged in the excavation or demolition calls DIGGER/CHICAGO 811.

Provide an additional notice through DIGGER/CHICAGO 811 requesting re-marking of the areas where excavation or demolition is to continue when confounding factors, including, but not limited to, weather, construction activity, and vandalism at the excavation or demolition site, cause underground facility markings to become faded or indistinguishable. Persons who own or operate affected underground facilities shall respond to a notice to re-mark within the time provided by and otherwise according to this section.

Every person who engages in emergency excavation or demolition shall:

Take all reasonable precautions to avoid or minimize interference between the work and existing underground facilities in and near the excavation or demolition area, and shall notify through DIGGER/CHICAGO 811, as far in advance as possible, the persons who own or operate such underground facilities. The notice required under this subsection, an emergency locate request, shall provide the following for people performing the excavation or demolition: name, address, phone number, e-mail address; start date and time of the work; address at which the excavation or demolition will take place; and the type and extent of the work involved. Upon providing this notice, the person undertaking the excavation or demolition will receive from DIGGER/CHICAGO 811 an emergency dig number.

Contact anyone that owns or operates underground facilities in or near the emergency excavation by: Either advising the person performing the excavation or demolition that their underground facility is not affected (may be provided in person, by phone*, phone message, or email); or marking the approximate location of the underground facility within 2 hours or the time specified by DIGGER/CHICAGO 811, whichever is longer.

*The person who owns or operates the underground facility shall be deemed to have discharged this notice obligation if the person attempts to provide notice by telephone, but is unable to do so because the person engaged in the emergency excavation or emergency demolition does not answer, and does not have an answering machine or answering service to receive the telephone call. If the person who owns or operates the underground facility attempts to provide notice by telephone but receives a busy signal, that attempt shall not discharge this notice obligation.

Do NOT allow the project to continue for more than five days. If the person undertaking the project is aware from the outset that the project will take more than five days, he or she shall proceed following the guidelines for non-emergency
excavation or demolition work. If, for unforeseen reasons, the emergency project is not completed within five days, the person engaged in the excavation or demolition must cease work and acquire a non-emergency dig number following the guidelines for non-emergency excavation or demolition work, as well as all necessary permits. To avoid the requirement to cease work, the person engaged in the excavation or demolition may acquire a non-emergency dig number at any time before the expiration of the five-day emergency project period.

It shall be a violation of this section if an emergency locate request is made and the request is not an emergency. Nothing in this section prohibits the use of any method of excavation if conducted in a manner that would avoid interference with underground facilities.

Every person who engages in a private property excavation or demolition shall:

Obtain a Private Property Dig Notice. This notice will not allow for excavation or demolition in the public right-of-way. The public right of way work requires

The Private Property Dig Notice is made at least 48 hours (two working days) in advance and involves a request for utility locates at a specific address, for a specified dig start date (Illinois state law requires at least a two working day (48 hours) notice, but no more than a 14 calendar days advance notice prior to the start of excavation).

This notice also applies to commercial and industrial projects where excavation and demolition is to be done on private property only. For large projects, a Joint Meet ticket may be used so that the locator can better serve the contractor.

Every person who engages in a joint meet shall:

Meet at the project location to exchange information such as maps, plans, schedules, and/or to openly discuss the excavation/demolition work. The joint meet is not used a means to provided locates, but a way to coordinate the planned excavation activities. DIGGER/Chicago 811 does not recognize a joint meet request as satisfactorily fulfilling the statutory requirements of the Illinois Underground Utility Facilities Damage Prevention Act. Excavators that request a joint meet are still required to call or submit online a valid dig request in order to receive locates. A joint meet require 48 hours (two working days) advance notice.

Be a DIGGER/Chicago 811 member company and have the ability to request to contact the excavator if they have no facilities present or if they are unable to attend the joint meet.
**Tolerance Zone:**

The tolerance zone is the approximate location of underground utility facilities defined as a strip of land a minimum of 3 feet wide, but not wider than the width of the underground facility plus 18” on either side of such facility based upon the markings made by the owner/operator of the facility, from the surface of the earth to the depth of the proposed excavation.

**TOLERANCE ZONE**

Excavators MUST hand dig or vacuum excavate within the Tolerance Zone. Exposed facilities must be supported. Excavators must proceed with caution inside of the Tolerance Zone.
I. Marking Requirements

Once DIGGER/Chicago 811 notifies an owner or operator of an underground facility of a planned excavation or demolition, the persons who own or operate underground facilities in or near the excavation or demolition area, or any underground location service retained for the task, shall retain a written or digital record of the notice, and shall mark, within 48 hours of receipt of the notice, or by the requested date and time indicated on the notice, whichever is later, the approximate location of such underground facility.

Sewer Facilities:
Persons who own and operate underground sewer facilities, or underground location services retained by such persons, shall respond and mark the approximate location of those underground sewer facilities when the person engaged in the excavation or demolition indicates in the notice required for non-emergency (planned) and emergency excavation or demolition project that will exceed a depth of seven feet.

Persons who own and operate underground sewer facilities shall be required at all times to mark the approximate location of those sewer facilities when directional boring is the indicated type of excavation work being performed within the notice, or the excavation indicated will occur in the immediate proximity of known underground sewer facilities that are less than seven feet deep.

A person who owns and operates underground sewer facilities shall not hold a person engaged in the excavation or demolition liable for damages that occur to sewer facilities that were not required to be marked under this section, provided that the person responsible for the excavation or demolition operations that damage the sewer facility makes prompt notice of the damage to DIGGER/Chicago 811 and to the persons owning or operating the utility, as required in the ordinance list as Section 10-21-080 “Damage to Underground facilities”. The requirements of the “Sewer Facilities” section shall not require property owners who own underground facilities solely by virtue of owning the property where the facilities are located to mark privately owned underground facilities on their property.

Any Underground Facility:
If a person who owns or operates an underground facility receives a notice under this section but does not own or operate any underground facilities within the proposed excavation or demolition area described in the notice, that person, within 48 hours after receipt of the notice or by the requested date and time indicated on the notice, whichever is later, shall so notify the person who initiated the notice, unless
that person expressly waives the right to be notified that no facilities are located within the excavation or demolition area. Waiver of notice is only permissible for non-emergency locate requests. The waiver must be made at the time of the notice to DIGGER/Chicago 811. A waiver made under this subsection is not admissible as evidence in any criminal or civil action that may arise out of, or is in any way related to, the excavation or demolition that is the subject of the waiver. The notice required under this subsection may be provided in person, by phone or phone message, or by e-mail. The person who owns or operates an underground facility discharges the obligation to provide notice under this subsection if such person attempts to provide notice by telephone but is unable to do so because the person engaged in the excavation or demolition does not answer his telephone and does not have an answering machine or answering service to receive the telephone call. If the person who owns or operates an underground facility attempts to provide notice by telephone but receives a busy signal, or attempts to provide notice by e-mail but the e-mail is returned as undeliverable, that attempt shall not discharge the obligation to provide notice under this subsection.

**Facility Marking Color:**
Underground facility operators and underground location services may utilize a combination of flags, stakes, and paint when dig site and seasonal conditions warrant. If the approximate location of an underground facility is marked with flags, stakes, paint or other physical means, the following color coding shall be employed:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Underground Facility</th>
<th>Identification Color</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Electric Power, Distribution &amp; Transmission</td>
<td>Safety Red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Municipal Electric Systems</td>
<td>Safety Red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas Distribution and Transmission</td>
<td>High Visibility Safety Yellow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil Distribution and Transmission</td>
<td>High Visibility Safety Yellow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steam Lines</td>
<td>High Visibility Safety Yellow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telecommunications Systems</td>
<td>Safety Alert Orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OEMC, Police, and Fire Communication Systems &amp; Transmission</td>
<td>Safety Alert Orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water Systems</td>
<td>Safety Red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sewer Systems</td>
<td>Safety Precaution Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-potable Water and Slurry Lines</td>
<td>Safety Purple</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Guidelines for Facility Markings:**
Markings shall be within (18) eighteen inches of actual facility location. Any markings, which vary in excess of the (18) eighteen inches, will be considered an incorrect marking. Location of markings (paint, flags, and/or stakes) shall be approximately ten (10) feet apart or as defined by the excavation area. Each mark should be the approximate width of the facility and twelve (12) inches long.
II. Suggested Ways to Protect Your Markings

There are a number of ways that the excavator can protect the locate marks at a job site, and some suggestions are:

- Offset locates to a less traveled area (using white paint)
- Barricade the locate marks with cones or something similar (do not use your normal traffic protection barricades)
- Circle or box the locates in white paint
- Stake or flag the locates
- Copy the stationing of the locates on the job prints
- Videotape or take photographs of the locate marks (be certain that photos or images show the 18-inch tolerance zone)
- Make the location and identification of marking and utilities the #1 topic of your daily safety meetings
- DO NOT use utility color paint to protect marks, since the facility owner or the authorized agent of the owner should only use these colors

6. Third Party Violations and Damage to Underground Facilities

I. Third Party Violations

It shall constitute a violation of this chapter for any person who is neither an agent, employee, or authorized locating contractor of the person who owns or operates an underground facility, nor a person engaged in the excavation or demolition activity, to remove, alter, or otherwise damage markings, flags, or stakes used to mark the location of an underground facility.

II. Damage to Underground Facilities

In the event of damage to any underground facilities in connection with any excavation or demolition, the person responsible for the excavation or demolition operations shall immediately notify the affected underground facility owner or operator and DIGGER/Chicago 811, and cease excavation or demolition in the area of the damage if the damaged facility is a threat to life or property, or if otherwise required by law. The person responsible for the excavation or demolition shall not attempt to repair, clamp, or constrict the damaged underground facility unless under the supervision of the person who owns or operates the underground facility. The underground facility owner or operator may not require the person responsible for the excavation or demolition to attempt to repair, clamp, or constrict a damaged underground facility.

In the event that damage to an underground facility results in the escape of any flammable, toxic, or corrosive gas or liquid, the person responsible for the excavation or demolition shall call 911 and notify authorities of the damage. The person who owns and operates underground
facilities that are damaged and the person engaged in the excavation or demolition involved shall work in a cooperative and expeditious manner to repair the affected underground facility.

7. Office of Underground Coordination and Permit Process

I. Office of Underground Coordination
The Office of Underground Coordination (OUC) is the distribution agency within the Chicago Department of Transportation, Division of Infrastructure Management (CDOT DOIM), for all requests regarding existing utility information (Information Retrieval – “IR”) and the review/approval of construction work in or adjacent to the Public Way (Existing Facility Protection –“EFP”). The OUC is responsible for the protection of the City’s surface and subsurface infrastructure from damage due to planned and programmed construction, installation and maintenance projects. The intent of OUC membership is to review proposed projects in or adjacent to the right of way prior to construction so that there is minimal damage to existing infrastructure.

Private and public developments that have excavations, foundations or earth retention systems that are equal to or greater than 12 feet below adjacent (existing) Public Way grade and/or excavations deeper than 4 feet that extend beyond the development’s property lines and into the Public Way require a geotechnical review. The two departments who may perform the geotechnical review within the City are the Department of Buildings (DOB) and CDOT.

All new construction and installation work in the Public Way involving excavation shall comply with guidelines and procedures issued by OUC, pursuant to Section 2-120-300 of the Code.

For more information on the Office of Underground Coordination, the IR, EFP, and geotechnical requirements please go to the following website:

Tunneling Variance Requirements
Any tunneling installation under the Public Way, including water way, requires a variance since it violates Chapter 10-20-200 of the Code. In order to apply for the variance, the Permittee shall do the following:

1. Apply for EFP Review
2. On the EFP Request Form:
   a. Permittee shall state in the Project Information section, Project Description entry box: “VARIANCE REQUIRED – Directional Boring” b. Permittee shall select YES under “Tunneling (includes Directional Boring) Variance Requested?”
3. OUC will confirm acceptance variance and notify Applicant.
4. Drawings required per Appendix D. The variance will only be considered for tunneling/directional boring installations in the Public Way under sidewalks, parkways and alleys. Any installations under the street crossing must be installed by open cut trench method.

II. Permit Office
The Permit Office is responsible for registering Permitee, verifying Public Way work licenses, ensuring insurance requirements are met, receiving all construction related documents, and verifying accuracy of submitted documents prior to approving the proposed work. Applications and notice forms for permits may be obtained from and submitted to the Office of CDOT DOIM Permit Section, City Hall – Room 905, 121 N. LaSalle Street, Chicago, IL 60602. No work within the Public Way, except in the case of an emergency, will begin until an approved permit has been executed. A permit will be issued after the PCO and OUC provide “Permit Issuance Authorized” notification to the Permit Office and all applicable items on the permit checklist have been completed (See The CDOT Rules and Regulations for Construction in the Public Way - Appendix D for the Permit Checklist).

For more information on the Permit Office requirements please go to the following website: https://www.cityofchicago.org/city/en/depts/cdot/supp_info/regulations_for_constructioninthepublicway.html

III. The Greater Chicago Damage Prevention Council
The Greater Chicago Damage Prevention Council is made up of representatives from facility owners and operators, the City of Chicago DIGGER system, excavators, state and local governments and others interested in the protection of underground facilities. The Council provides an open forum for these organizations to share ideas and solutions to minimize damages to underground facilities by taking a proactive approach through education and partnering with those engaged in the act of excavating in the City of Chicago.

If you would like more information on The Greater Chicago Damage Prevention Council or membership in the Council, please call (312) 744-4828 or visit our website at www.GCDPC.org.

8. Frequently Asked Questions

I. What is Greater Chicago Damage Prevention Council Best Practices Program?

The Greater Chicago Damage Prevention Council (GCDPC), on behalf of DIGGER/Chicago 811, has developed a best practices approach to educate excavators and facility
owners. This Best practice approach provides progressive steps in education and compliance to allow all parties an opportunity to learn from each other.

The GCDPC Best Practices Committee offers the following:
- Key stakeholder roundtable discussions as needed.
- Compile statistics and analyze data from its members, excavators, utilities and CDOT.
- Provide statistics to support recommendations to DIGGER/Chicago 811 on issues provided by key stakeholders.

II. How does the second locate request work?
On occasion, unforeseen issues arise at the dig site and it may become necessary for an excavator to call in to DIGGER/Chicago 811 for a “second request” locate. This may be a request for one or multiple member companies to return to the original site to refresh or completely redo utility locate markings.

In order to effectively communicate to the DIGGER/Chicago 811 operator the reason for your second request, the excavator should choose from one of the following appropriate terms and specify which utility companies are required:

“Remark” – Weather, construction activity, or vandalism at the dig site has caused one or more member company’s markings to become indistinguishable.

“Incomplete Markings” – One or more member companies failed to mark the entire area asked for on the original request.

“No Show” – One or more member companies failed to locate within the two working day advance notice period (or two hours in the case of an emergency).

“Renewal” – It is the Excavator’s responsibility to renew the dig request prior to the 28th calendar day if work is expected to continue beyond that time.

III. What should I do if I discover unknown underground facilities?
Call DIGGER/CHICAGO 811 and explain the situation. If necessary, DIGGER/CHICAGO 811 will notify companies with facilities in the area for an onsite meeting. Be prepared to tell the DIGGER/CHICAGO 811 operator what general type of facility it is (i.e. pipe vs. cable) and the location of the unknown facility. DIGGER/CHICAGO 811 does not obtain or have information on the depth of underground facilities.

IV. May I dig after the 48-hour advance notice with no facility markings present?
The excavator should exercise due care at all times to protect underground utility facilities. If, after proper notification through DIGGER/Chicago 811 and upon arrival at the site of the proposed excavation, the excavator observes clear evidence of the presence of unmarked or incompletely marked utilities in the area of the proposed excavation, the excavator shall not begin excavating until all affected facili-
ties have been marked or 2 hours after a subsequent call is made to DIGGER/Chicago 811. The facility owner or operator of the utility shall respond within 2 hours of the excavator’s subsequent call to DIGGER/Chicago 811.

V. As a subcontractor on a job, do I still have to get a locate request ticket or will the general contractor’s ticket protect me?
The general contractor’s locate request is only for the general contractor’s excavation and may not be used by subcontractors at the dig site.

VI. Are all underground facility owners members of DIGGER/Chicago 811?
While all underground facility owners are required by City ordinance to be members, there may be some facility owners who are not part of the DIGGER/Chicago 811 system Non-members can be reported to DIGGER/Chicago 811.

VII. There is only one line marked. I damaged another line of the same utility type below the found line. Why did they not notify me of multiple lines?
The initial line that was found may no longer be reflected on the locator’s maps for various reasons, such as being abandoned. The hand dig tolerance zone is 18” wide on each side of the marked facility from the surface of the earth to the depth of your proposed excavation.

9. List of Emergency Numbers

COMED: 1-800-EDISON1
PEOPLES GAS / WISCONSIN ENERGY CORPORATION: 1-866-556-6002
SBC/AT&T: 1-888-611-4466
CHICAGO DEPARTMENT OF WATER MANAGEMENT: 1-312-744-7038
CHICAGO DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION - BUREAU OF ELECTRICITY: 1-800-924-1195
ARTICLE VI. DIGGER

SECTION 1. Section 2-14-130 of the Municipal Code of Chicago is hereby amended by inserting the language underscored, as follows:

2-14-130 Other provisions not limiting.
   (Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance)

(c) Nothing in this chapter shall affect the jurisdiction of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection, the Chicago Commission on Human Relations, the zoning board of appeals, the human resources board, the board of ethics, the police board, the One-Call Adjudicatory Process established in Chapter 10-21, or the Commission on Chicago Landmarks.

SECTION 2. Section 2-102-030 of the Municipal Code of Chicago is hereby amended by deleting the language stricken through and by inserting the language underscored, as follows:

2-102-030 Commissioner – Powers and duties.

The commissioner of transportation shall have the following powers and duties:
   (Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance)

   (u) To administer Chapters 9-101, and 9-102, and 10-21 and serve ex officio as the director of the One-Call Adjudicatory Process established in Chapter 10-21.
   (Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance)

   (w) To enter into: (i) intergovernmental agreements transferring or otherwise allocating jurisdiction over, and carrying out construction, maintenance and repairs to, public way and other public infrastructure; and (ii) agreements with public utilities and railroads regarding construction, maintenance and repairs that impact their facilities upon or adjacent to public property; and, in connection with agreements entered into under this subsection, to enter into and execute all such other instruments and to perform any and all acts, including the allocation and expenditure of duly appropriated funds, as shall be necessary or advisable in connection with the implementation of such agreements and any renewals thereto. Any such intergovernmental agreement may include provisions providing indemnification. The authority conferred in this subsection shall not include the ceding of governmental ownership of public way or the transfer of title to real estate.
SECTION 3. Title 10 of the Municipal Code of Chicago is hereby amended by inserting a new Chapter 10-21, as follows:

**CHAPTER 10-21**
**CHICAGO UNDERGROUND FACILITIES DAMAGE PREVENTION ORDINANCE**
**ARTICLE I. GENERAL**

10-21-010 Title. This chapter shall be known and may be cited as the “Chicago Underground Facilities Damage Prevention Ordinance.”

10-21-020 Definitions.
As used in this chapter:

“48 hours” means two business days, beginning at 8:00 a.m. and ending at 4:00 p.m., exclusive of Saturdays, Sundays, and the following holidays, as recognized by DIGGER: New Year’s Day, Memorial Day, Independence Day, Labor Day, Thanksgiving, the day after Thanksgiving, and Christmas. Any locate request received after 4:00 p.m. on a business day will be processed as though it were received at 8:00 a.m. the next business day.

“Address” means the physical building address associated with an excavation or demolition. When a building address is not available, the term “address” means (1) the street segment address or range of addresses together with (2) a description of the relevant location.

“Approximate location” means a strip of land at least 36 inches wide, but not wider than the width of the underground facility plus 18 inches on either side of the facility.

“CDOT” means the Chicago Department of Transportation.

“Commissioner” means the Commissioner of CDOT.

“Damage” means the substantial weakening of structural or lateral support of an underground facility; the penetration or destruction of a protective coating, a housing, or another protective device of an underground facility; the partial or complete severance of an underground facility; or rendering any underground facility inaccessible.

“Demolition” means wrecking, razing, rending, moving, or removing of a structure by means of any power tool, power equipment (excluding transportation equipment), or explosives.

“DIGGER” means the 24-hour service network system established by the City of Chicago that provides a free, one-call service to persons engaged in excavation and demolition, and notifies persons who own and operate under-
ground facilities of impending excavations and demolitions within the City's corporate limits.

“Emergency excavation or demolition” means an excavation or demolition necessary to prevent a condition that poses an imminent danger to life or health, to repair a utility service outage, to prevent significant property or environmental damage, or to repair an existing unstable condition which will likely result in any of these conditions.

“Excavation” means any operation in which earth, rock, or other material located in or on the ground is moved, removed, or otherwise displaced by means of any tools, power equipment or explosives. Excavation includes, but is not limited to, grading, trenching, digging, ditching, drilling, augering, boring, tunneling, scraping, cable or pipe plowing, saw cutting, and driving. Excavation does not include farm tillage operations, railroad right-of-way maintenance or operations; roadway surface milling; any coal mining operations regulated under the Federal Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 1977 or any state law or rules or regulations adopted under the federal statute, or land surveying operations as defined in the Illinois Professional Land Surveyor Act of 1989 when not using power equipment.

“Locate request” means a notice initiated by a person engaged in an excavation or demolition, and made through DIGGER, asking the persons who own and operate underground facilities to mark their facilities at the planned excavation or demolition site.

“Open cut utility locate” means a method of locating underground facilities that requires excavation by the person who owns or operates the underground facility.

“Residential property owner” means any individual that owns or leases real property that is used by such individual as his own residence or dwelling. Residential property owner does not include any person who owns or leases residential property for the purpose of holding or developing such property, or for any other business or commercial purposes in the absence of a regular physical presence at that property. For example, an individual who lives in and owns or leases a single family home is a residential property owner as to that property. An individual who leases that same home to another individual is not a residential property owner as to that property. An individual who owns a multi-family dwelling is not a residential property owner as to that property.

“Roadway surface milling” means the removal of a uniform pavement section, not including the base or subbase, by rotomilling, grinding, or other means.

“Underground location service” means any entity that charges for the service of locating and marking underground facilities.
“Underground facility” means any item buried or placed below ground or submerged under water for use in connection with the storage or conveyance of water or sewage, or electronic, telephonic, or telegraphic communications; electricity; petroleum products, manufactured, mixed, or natural gas, synthetic or liquefied natural gas, propane gas, or other substances. The term “underground facilities” includes, but is not limited to, all operational underground pipes, sewers, tubing, conduits, cables, valves, lines, wires, manholes, and attachments. The term does not include any private septic system in a single- or multi-family dwelling utilized only for that dwelling and not connected to any other system.

10-21-030 Powers of the Commissioner; Rules.

(a) The Commissioner may promulgate rules to implement compliance with federal and state statutes and regulations related to pipeline safety and this chapter, including, but not limited to, rules pertaining to investigation of potential violations of this chapter, the Evaluation Panel, the Administrative Law Officer, and the One-Call Adjudication Process.

(b) The Commissioner shall have the authority to take such actions as may be necessary or appropriate to investigate violations of this chapter, issue Administrative Notices of Violation, and enforce this chapter. A violation of any rule promulgated pursuant to this Chapter 10-21 shall be deemed a violation of the applicable Code section.

ARTICLE II. DUTIES AND REQUIREMENTS

10-21-040 Membership in DIGGER.

(a) Every person that owns or operates an underground facility located in the City of Chicago must become a member of DIGGER by January 1, 2017. On or before that date, the person shall register with DIGGER on-line, providing such information as the Commissioner may require, which will include at least the person’s name, and the name, title, address, telephone number, and email of the person’s representative designated to receive the notice of intent to engage in excavation or demolition required by Section 10-21-050. Additional system requirements may be imposed by the Commissioner for proper interface with the DIGGER system. The person shall also provide a map of the underground facility in the electronic format required by CDOT rules.

(b) If an underground facility becomes subject to this chapter on a date after January 1, 2017, or, if a person acquires an underground facility after January 1, 2017, the person who owns or operates that facility shall become a member of DIGGER and provide the information required under subsection 10-21-040(a) within 30 days after that date.
(c) A person owning or operating an underground facility subject to this chapter shall report to DIGGER any changes in the information required under subsection 10-21-040(a) within 30 days after the change.

(d) Property owners who own underground facilities solely by virtue of owning the property where the facilities are located are exempt from membership in DIGGER.

10-21-050 Excavation and demolition requirements.

(a) Every person who engages in non-emergency excavation or demolition shall:

(1) Take reasonable steps to learn the location of any underground facilities in and near the area where the excavation or demolition will be conducted.

(2) Plan the excavation or demolition in a manner designed to avoid or minimize interference with underground facilities by utilizing precautions including, but not limited to, hand or vacuum excavation methods, and visual inspection of the excavation while in progress until clear of the existing marked facility.

(3) Outline the dig site.

(4) Provide notice through DIGGER to the persons who own and operate the underground facilities in and near the excavation or demolition area, not less than 48 hours, but no more than 14 calendar days, in advance of the start of the excavation or demolition. At a minimum, this notice shall provide:

(A) the name, address, and phone number of the person engaging in excavation or demolition, and, if available, that person’s e-mail address;

(B) the start date and time of the planned excavation or demolition;

(C) the address at which the excavation or demolition will take place; and

(D) the type and extent of the work involved.

Upon providing this notice, the person undertaking the excavation or demolition will receive from DIGGER a dig number to be associated with any required permits. Each separate entity involved in an excavation or demolition shall acquire its own dig numbers; a dig number acquired by a primary contractor shall not cover work performed by a subcontractor.

(5) Limit the excavation or demolition to the specific locations, dates, and times provided to DIGGER, and provide, during and following the excavation or demolition, such support for existing underground facilities in and near the excavation or
demolition area as necessary for the protection of such facilities, unless otherwise approved by the persons who own or operate the underground facilities.

(6) Backfill all excavations in such manner and with such materials as specified by the CDOT rules for the protection of existing underground facilities in and near the excavation or demolition area.

(7) Provide a follow-up notice through DIGGER to the persons who own or operate the underground facilities in and near the excavation or demolition area informing them that additional time to complete the excavation or demolition project is required if the excavation or demolition project will extend past 28 calendar days from the date of the original notice provided under subsection 10-21-050(a)(4), or, where applicable, upon expiration of the applicable public way permit, whichever is sooner. Upon providing this notice and extending any required permits, the person engaged in the excavation or demolition will receive from DIGGER a new dig number allowing an additional 28 calendar days to complete the project.

(8) Exercise due care at all times to protect underground facilities. If, after proper notification through DIGGER and arrival at the site of the proposed excavation or demolition, the person engaged in the excavation or demolition observes clear evidence of the presence of an unmarked or incompletely marked underground facility in the area of the proposed excavation or demolition, the person engaged in the excavation or demolition shall cease the excavation or demolition until either the underground facility has been marked or two hours after an additional call is made to DIGGER, whichever is sooner. The person who owns or operates the underground facility shall respond within two hours after the person engaged in the excavation or demolition calls DIGGER.

(9) Provide an additional notice through DIGGER requesting re-marking of the areas where excavation or demolition is to continue when confounding factors, including, but not limited to, weather, construction activity, and vandalism at the excavation or demolition site, cause underground facility markings to become faded or indistinguishable. Persons who own or operate affected underground facilities shall respond to a notice to re-mark within the time provided by and otherwise according to this section.

(b) Notice and response for emergency excavation or emergency demolition.

(1) Every person who engages in emergency excavation or emergency demolition shall take
all reasonable precautions to avoid or minimize interference between the work and existing underground facilities in and near the excavation or demolition area, and shall notify through DIGGER, as far in advance as possible, the persons who own or operate such underground facilities. The emergency locate request required under this section shall include the information set out in subsection 10-21-050(a)(4). Upon providing this notice, the person undertaking the excavation or demolition will receive from DIGGER an emergency dig number.

(2) Any person who owns or operates an underground facility in or near an emergency excavation or emergency demolition area shall either:
   (A) advise the person performing the excavation or demolition that the underground facility is not affected; or
   (B) mark the approximate location of the underground facility within 2 hours or the time specified by DIGGER, whichever is longer.

(3) The advisement required under subsection 10-21-050(b)(2)(A) may be provided in person, by phone, phone message, or email. The person who owns or operates the underground facility shall be deemed to have discharged this notice obligation if the person attempts to provide notice by telephone, but is unable to do so because the person engaged in the emergency excavation or emergency demolition does not answer, and does not have an answering machine or answering service to receive the telephone call. If the person who owns or operates the underground facility attempts to provide notice by telephone but receives a busy signal, that attempt shall not discharge this notice obligation.

(4) The reinstallation of traffic control devices shall constitute an emergency for purposes of this section.

(5) An open cut underground facility locate shall constitute an emergency for purposes of this section.

(6) In no event may an emergency excavation or emergency demolition project continue for more than five days. If the person undertaking the project is aware from the outset that the project will take more than five days, he or she shall proceed under subsection 10-21-050(a). If, for unforeseen reasons, a project proceeding under this subsection 10-21-050(b) is not completed within five days, the person engaged in the excavation or demolition must cease work and acquire a non-emergency dig number through the process provided in subsection 10-21-050(a), as well as all necessary permits. To avoid the requirement to
cease work, the person engaged in the excavation or demolition may acquire a non-emergency dig number at any time before the expiration of the five-day emergency project period.

(7) It shall be a violation of this section to make an emergency locate request in the absence of an emergency.

(c) Nothing in this section prohibits the use of any method of excavation if conducted in a manner that would avoid interference with underground facilities.

10-21-060 Facility marking requirements.

(a) Once DIGGER notifies an owner or operator of an underground facility of a planned excavation or demolition, the persons who own or operate underground facilities in or near the excavation or demolition area, or any underground location service retained for the task, shall retain a written or digital record of the notice, and shall mark, within 48 hours of receipt of the notice, or by the requested date and time indicated on the notice, whichever is later, the approximate location of such underground facility.

(b) Persons who own and operate underground sewer facilities, or underground location services retained by such persons, shall respond and mark the approximate location of those underground sewer facilities when the person engaged in the excavation or demolition indicates in the notice required in subsection 10-21-050(a)(4) or 10-21-050(b)(1) that the excavation or demolition project will exceed a depth of seven feet. Persons who own and operate underground sewer facilities shall be required at all times to mark the approximate location of those sewer facilities when directional boring is the indicated type of excavation work being performed within the notice, or the excavation indicated will occur in the immediate proximity of known underground sewer facilities that are less than seven feet deep. A person who owns and operates underground sewer facilities shall not hold a person engaged in the excavation or demolition liable for damages that occur to sewer facilities that were not required to be marked under this section, provided that the person responsible for the excavation or demolition operations that damage the sewer facility makes prompt notice of the damage to DIGGER and to the persons owning or operating the utility, as required in Section 10-21-080. The requirements of this subsection 10-21-060(b) shall not require property owners who own underground facilities solely by virtue of owning the property where the facilities are located to mark privately owned underground facilities on their property.

(c) If a person who owns or operates an underground facility receives a notice under this section but does not own or operate any underground facilities within the proposed excavation or demolition area described in the notice, that
person, within 48 hours after receipt of the notice or by the requested date and time indicated on the notice, whichever is later, shall so notify the person who initiated the notice, unless that person expressly waives the right to be notified that no facilities are located within the excavation or demolition area. Waiver of notice is only permissible for nonemergency locate requests. The waiver must be made at the time of the notice to DIGGER. A waiver made under this subsection is not admissible as evidence in any criminal or civil action that may arise out of, or is in any way related to, the excavation or demolition that is the subject of the waiver. The notice required under this subsection may be provided in person, by phone or phone message, or by e-mail. The person who owns or operates an underground facility discharges the obligation to provide notice under this subsection if such person attempts to provide notice by telephone but is unable to do so because the person engaged in the excavation or demolition does not answer his telephone and does not have an answering machine or answering service to receive the telephone call. If the person who owns or operates an underground facility attempts to provide notice by telephone but receives a busy signal, or attempts to provide notice by e-mail but the e-mail is returned as undeliverable, that attempt shall not discharge the obligation to provide notice under this subsection.

(d) For the purposes of this chapter, underground facility operators and underground location services may utilize a combination of flags, stakes, and paint when dig site and seasonal conditions warrant. If the approximate location of an underground facility is marked with flags, stakes, paint or other physical means, the following color coding shall be employed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Underground Facility</th>
<th>Identification Color</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Facility Owner or Agent Use Only</td>
<td>Safety Red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric Power, Distribution</td>
<td>Safety Red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Transmission</td>
<td>High Visibility Safety Yellow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Municipal Electric Systems</td>
<td>High Visibility Safety Yellow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas Distribution and Transmission</td>
<td>High Visibility Safety Yellow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil Distribution and Transmission</td>
<td>Safety Alert Orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steam Lines</td>
<td>Safety Alert Orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telecommunications Systems</td>
<td>Safety Precaution Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OEMC, Police, and Fire Communication Systems</td>
<td>Safety Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water Systems</td>
<td>Safety Purple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sewer Systems</td>
<td>Safety Pink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-potable Water and Slurry Lines</td>
<td>Safety White (Black when snow is</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excavator Use Only</td>
<td>on the ground)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporary Survey</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed Excavation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

10-21-070 Third-party violations.

It shall constitute a violation of this chapter for any person who is neither an agent, employee, or authorized locating contractor of the person who owns or operates an underground facility, nor a person engaged in the excavation or demolition
activity, to remove, alter, or otherwise damage markings, flags, or stakes used to mark the location of an underground facility.

10-21-080 Damage to underground facilities.

In the event of damage to any underground facilities in connection with any excavation or demolition, the person responsible for the excavation or demolition operations shall immediately notify the affected underground facility owner or operator and DIGGER, and cease excavation or demolition in the area of the damage if the damaged facility is a threat to life or property, or if otherwise required by law. The person responsible for the excavation or demolition shall not attempt to repair, clamp, or constrict the damaged underground facility unless under the supervision of the person who owns or operates the underground facility. The underground facility owner or operator may not require the person responsible for the excavation or demolition to attempt to repair, clamp, or constrict a damaged underground facility. In the event that damage to an underground facility results in the escape of any flammable, toxic, or corrosive gas or liquid, the person responsible for the excavation or demolition shall call 9-1-1 and notify authorities of the damage. The person who owns and operates underground facilities that are damaged and the person engaged in the excavation or demolition involved shall work in a cooperative and expeditious manner to repair the affected underground facility.

10-21-090 Liability or financial responsibility.

(a) Nothing in this chapter shall be deemed to create liability or financial responsibility of CDOT or its officers and employees concerning any underground facility located on the public way by issuance of any permit or license required under this Code. It is not the intent of this chapter to change any remedies in law regarding the duty of providing lateral support.

(b) Neither DIGGER nor any of its officers, agents, or employees shall be liable for damages for injuries or death to persons or damage to property caused by acts or omissions in the receipt, recording, or transmission of locate requests or other information in the performance of its duties, unless the act or omission was the result of willful and wanton misconduct.

(c) Any residential property owner who fails to comply with any provision of this chapter and damages underground facilities while engaging in excavation or demolition on such residential property shall not be subject to a penalty under this chapter, but shall be liable for the damage caused to the owner or operator of the damaged underground facilities.
10-21-100 Limitation on liability.

(a) Under any membership agreement rules, the City’s liability for the indemnification of the entity that is in charge of or managing DIGGER, or any officer, agent, or employee of that entity, or for a member of DIGGER or any officer, agent, or employee of a member of DIGGER, shall be limited to claims arising as a result of any negligent acts or omissions of the City or its officers, agents, or employees, or arising out of any negligent operation of the City’s underground facilities.

(b) Subsection 10-21-100(a) shall not be construed to create any additional liability for the City in relation to any member of DIGGER with which the City may have entered into a franchise agreement. If the City’s liability for indemnification under a franchise agreement is narrower than under this section, the franchise agreement controls.

10-21-110 Penalties.

(a) Except for the City of Chicago, its departments, and its employees acting in their capacities as such, persons who violate this Chapter shall be subject to the following penalties:

(1) A person who violates Section 10-21-040 shall be subject to a penalty of $100. Each day that a person is required, but fails, to maintain membership in DIGGER constitutes a separate violation of that section.

(2) A person who violates Section 10-21-050 shall be subject to a penalty of not less than $1,000 nor more than $5,000 for each separate offense. Any person who commits three or more such violations within any 12-month period shall be required to satisfy training requirements established by the Commissioner.

(3) A person who owns or operates an underground facility or an underground location service who violates Section 10-21-060 shall be subject to a penalty of $1,000 for each separate offense. No such person shall be subject to a penalty where a delay in marking or a failure to mark or properly mark the location of an underground facility is caused by conditions beyond the reasonable control of such owner or operator. Any person who commits three or more such violations within any 12-month period shall be required to satisfy training requirements established by the Commissioner.

(4) A person who violates Section 10-21-070 shall be subject to a penalty of not less than $1,000 nor more than $5,000 for each separate offense.

(5) A person who violates Section 10-21-080 shall be subject to a penalty of $1,000 for each separate offense, and may be further sanctioned according to the following schedule:
(A) For the first incident, the City may issue a formal warning to the responsible person.

(B) For the second incident, the City may order the responsible person to satisfy training requirements established by CDOT.

(C) For the third incident, the City may fine the responsible person up to $1,500.

(D) For the fourth incident, the City may fine the responsible person up to $3,000.

(E) For the fifth and each subsequent incident, the City may fine the responsible person up to $3,500 for the fifth incident, and to increase the fine in increments of $500 per additional incident, up to a maximum of $10,000.

(b) Any training requirements ordered shall be completed within 60 days of the order. Failure to satisfy the training requirements within the required time period is a violation of this subsection and will result in a fine of $50 per day for each day the violation continues. Proof of said training must be transmitted to the Commissioner within 30 days of the completion of the training. In the event that an individual fails to get the ordered training, the Commissioner may institute an administrative enforcement action against the individual.

10-21-120 Emergency telephone system outages; reimbursement.

Any person who negligently damages an underground facility causing an emergency telephone system outage must reimburse the public safety agency that provides personnel to answer calls or to maintain or operate an emergency telephone system during the outage for the agency's costs associated with answering calls or maintaining or operating the system during the outage.

10-21-130 Chicago Underground Facilities Damage Prevention Fund.

There is hereby created in the City budget a special fund to be known as the Chicago Underground Facilities Damage Prevention Fund. All fines collected pursuant to Section 10-21-110(a)(5) shall be deposited into this fund, and distributed as a grant to DIGGER, for use in safety and informational programs designed to reduce the number of incidents of damage to underground facilities in Chicago. The Commissioner shall have the authority to administer this fund, and shall provide an accounting to the Evaluation Panel on a biannual basis.
ARTICLE III. COMPLIANCE AND ENFORCEMENT

10-21-210 One-Call Adjudicatory Process.

Compliance with this Chapter shall be enforced through the One-Call Adjudicatory Process as provided for in this Article.

The provisions of Division 2.1 of Article 1 of the Illinois Municipal Code, 65 ILCS 5/1-2.1-1 et seq., are hereby adopted and incorporated into this chapter as if fully set forth herein.

10-21-220 Powers and duties of the Commissioner.

The Commissioner of Transportation shall act ex officio as the Director of the One-Call Adjudicatory Process, and in his discretion may appoint a designee to carry out those powers and duties. The powers and duties of the Director shall include:

(a) directing the management and structure of the One-Call Adjudicatory Process;

(b) appointing and removing Administrative Law Officers, as necessary;

(c) promulgating rules for the conduct of administrative adjudication proceedings within the One-Call Adjudicatory Process;

(d) monitoring and supervising the work of the Evaluation Panel;

(e) issuing determinations as to liability after receipt and review of reports and recommendations from the Evaluation Panel;

(f) issuing discipline to CDOT employees found liable for violations of this Chapter and issuing recommendations of discipline to the relevant department head whose employees are found liable for violations of this Chapter; and

(g) establishing rules for the proper administration and enforcement of the One-Call Adjudicatory Process.

10-21-230 Evaluation Panel.

(a) The Director shall establish an Evaluation Panel comprising the following eight members, appointed by the Director: one member representing DIGGER; one member representing CDOT; one member representing the City of Chicago Department of Water Management; one member representing a non-governmental pipeline owner and operator; two members representing other non-governmental underground facility owners and operators; and two members representing the Greater Chicago Damage Prevention Council. In the
initial group of appointees, four shall serve three-year terms and four shall serve two-year terms. Each subsequent appointee shall be chosen by the Director with the advice of the Panel members, and shall serve a two-year term, unless dismissed by the Director for cause. The Director shall have the authority to fill any vacancy on the Panel for the unexpired portion of the vacating member’s term. The City shall provide staff support and meeting space to the Evaluation Panel.

(b) The Evaluation Panel shall consider all Administrative Notices of Violation issued under this Chapter, as well as any reports, position statements, and evidence transmitted with the Administrative Notice of Violation. For each Administrative Notice of Violation, the Evaluation Panel shall issue a recommendation with stated reasons advising whether the Director should find violations of this Chapter and impose penalties and sanctions on any of the relevant persons.

(c) The members of the Evaluation Panel shall be immune, individually and jointly, from civil liability for any act or omission done or made in performance of their duties while serving as members of the Panel, unless the act or omission was the result of willful and wanton misconduct.

10-21-240 Administrative Law Officers.

(a) Each Administrative Law Officer appointed by the Director shall be an attorney admitted to the practice of law in the State of Illinois for at least three years.

(b) Prior to conducting any administrative adjudication proceeding, an Administrative Law Officer shall have successfully completed a formal training program, approved by the Director, which includes the following:

1. instruction on the rules of procedure of the administrative hearings which he will conduct;
2. orientation to each subject area of the code violations which he will adjudicate;
3. observation of administrative hearings; and
4. participation in hypothetical cases, including ruling on evidence and issuing final orders.

(c) An Administrative Law Officer shall hear all motions to review final decisions of the Commissioner. The Administrative Law Officer shall conduct a review hearing of the Administrative Notice of Violation. The Administrative Law Officer shall have all powers necessary to conduct fair and impartial hearings including, but not limited to, the power to:

1. hold conferences for the settlement or simplification of the issues;
2. administer oaths and affirmations;
3. hear testimony;
4. rule upon motions, objections, and the admissibility of evidence;
(5) subject to the restrictions contained in Section 10-21-300, at the request of any party or on the Administrative Law Officer's own motion, subpoena the attendance of relevant witnesses and the production of relevant books, records, or other information;
(6) preserve and authenticate the record of the hearing and all exhibits and evidence introduced at the hearing;
(7) regulate the course of the hearing in accordance with this chapter, the rules adopted by One-Call Adjudicatory Process for the conduct of administrative hearings, or other applicable law;
(8) issue a final order which includes findings of fact and conclusions of law; and
(9) impose penalties and fines and issue orders that are consistent with applicable code provisions and assess costs upon finding a party liable for the charged violation; provided, however, that in no event shall the Administrative Law Officer have the authority to impose a fine in excess of $50,000 exclusive of costs of enforcement or costs imposed to secure compliance with this Code.

10-21-270 Inspection; Administrative Notice of Violation; Pre-payment.

(a) The Commissioner shall empower one or more inspectors of CDOT to investigate work sites and claims of violations of this chapter. At an inspector's request, all parties shall cooperate and turn over to the inspector requested information such as, but not limited to, work sheets, photos, permits, reports, and make available relevant personnel to help in his investigation. All facts that parties wish to be considered by the Evaluation Panel shall be turned over to the inspector during his investigation.

(b) When a potential violation of this Chapter is revealed by inspection or investigation, the Commissioner or inspector may issue an Administrative Notice of Violation to parties who may be in violation of this Chapter.

(1) No action may be brought unless commenced within the 24-month period following the date of alleged violation.

(2) The Administrative Notice of Violation shall be issued in compliance with the notice provision of Section 10-21-280(b).

(3) Copies of all evidence the Commissioner plans on providing to the Evaluation Panel in support of the existence of violation shall be mailed with the Administrative Notice of Violation.

(c) A person to whom an Administrative Notice of Violation has issued may, within 21 days of issuance, pay the indicated fine, if available. If the fine is not paid within that period, or if
advance payment is not available, the Administrative Notice of Violation will go to the Evaluation Panel for review.

(d) Within 30 days after an Administrative Notice of Violation has issued, the respondent may file a defense in the form of a position statement with the inspector for transmission to the Evaluation Panel. The position statement may include as exhibits all relevant briefs, affidavits, permits, photos, reports and worksheets.

10-21-280 Notice.

(a) Before any administrative adjudication proceeding may be conducted under this Article, the parties shall be afforded notice in compliance with this section.

(b) A CDOT inspector shall notify potential respondents that he has begun an investigation, the subject matter of his investigation, and their responsibilities to preserve and produce evidence in relation to that investigation.

(c) The issuer of an Administrative Notice of Violation shall specify on the notice his name and badge number; where known, the name and address of the person charged with the violation; the date and place of the violation; and the section of the Code or rule which was allegedly violated; and shall certify the correctness of the specified information by signing his name to the notice. The notice shall indicate whether the matter may be prepaid. The notice shall inform the respondent of what may be submitted to CDOT prior to the review of the Administrative Notice of Violation by the Evaluation Panel.

(d) A respondent who timely requests a review of a Commissioner’s decision shall be provided with a Notice of Hearing prior to the hearing before the Administrative Law Officer. A Notice of Hearing shall include the date, time, and location of the hearing and the penalties for failure to appear at the hearing before the Administrative Law Officer. A Notice of Hearing shall be served upon the alleged violator no less than seven calendar days prior to the date of the hearing:

(1) by first class or express mail or by overnight carrier at the address on record with DIGGER; or
(2) if the location of the alleged violation is within the scope of a permit, then the address on the permit issued for work at that location; or
(3) to the alleged violator’s residence address or, if the alleged violator is a business entity, at any address identified for its registered agent or at its place of business; or
(4) by personal service, including personal service upon an employee or agent of the alleged violator at a place of business of the alleged violator or otherwise if such service is reasonably calculated to give the alleged violator actual notice.
(e) In all non-emergency situations, if requested by the respondent, the respondent shall have at least 15 days after the date of mailing or other service of a Notice of Hearing to prepare for a hearing. For purposes of this section, “non-emergency situation” means any situation that does not reasonably constitute a threat to the public interest, safety or welfare.

10-21-290 Recommendation, decision, and request for review.

(a) The Evaluation Panel shall consider all Administrative Notices of Violation brought before it. It shall also consider any evidence in support of the Administrative Notice of Violation provided by the inspector including, but not limited to, reports, permits, photos, work sheets, affidavits, and statements in support of positions. When at all possible, all Administrative Notices of Violation which regard a worksite shall be considered together to avoid piecemeal adjudication. Any panel member whose company or department is cited shall remove himself from consideration of that citation. After consideration of the evidence, the Evaluation Panel shall decide whether liability should be assessed, and, if so, determine an appropriate sanction, all of which it shall recommend to the Commissioner.

(b) Within 30 days of receipt of the Evaluation Panel’s recommendation, the Commissioner shall review the Evaluation Panel’s recommendation and the record and determine whether to issue a finding of liability and, in the case of a finding of liability, what sanctions to impose. The Commissioner shall issue a final decision accepting, rejecting, or otherwise modifying the Evaluation Panel’s findings and recommendations. The Commissioner shall provide the respondent notice of the decision, as well as notice of the right to request review of the decision by filing with the Commissioner a written request for review within 30 days of issuance of the notice.

(1) If no request for review is made within this time, any fine, other sanction or costs imposed by the Commissioner’s order that remain unpaid shall be a debt due and owing the city for purposes of Section 1-20-090 and, as such, may be collected in accordance with applicable law. Unless stayed by a court of competent jurisdiction, the findings, decision and order of the Commissioner may be enforced in the same manner as a judgment entered by a court of competent jurisdiction.

(2) If the person files a timely request for review, and

(A) the person is not the City, one of its departments, or an employee of the City, then the Commissioner shall convene a review hearing.

(B) the person is the City, one of its departments, or an employee of the City, then the Commissioner shall transmit to the
head of the relevant City department a copy of the Administrative Notice of Violation and the determination of liability, and request disciplinary action. The appropriate commissioner shall provide a response describing any such action taken. This response shall be provided to the Commissioner within 30 days after receipt of the disciplinary recommendation. The Commissioner shall retain on file a copy of each notice transmitted pursuant to this subsection, as well as each corresponding response. Any appeal from a finding of liability to an employee shall in accordance with any applicable collective bargaining agreement. Review by the Administrative Law Officer is not available for represented employees.

10-21-300 Subpoenas.

(a) The Administrative Law Officer may issue a subpoena only if it determines that the testimony of the witnesses or the documents or items sought by the subpoena are necessary to present evidence that is:

1) relevant to the case; and
2) relates to a contested issue in the case.

(b) A subpoena issued under this Chapter shall identify:

1. the person to whom it is directed;
2. the documents or other items sought by the subpoena, if any;
3. the date for the appearance of the witnesses and the production of the documents or other items described in the subpoena;
4. the time for the appearance of the witnesses and the production of the documents or other items described in the subpoena; and
5. the place for the appearance of the witnesses and the production of the documents or other items described in the subpoena.

(c) In no event shall the date identified for the appearance of the witnesses or the production of the documents or other items be less than seven days after service of the subpoena.

10-21-310 Review hearings.

(a) When a respondent timely requests a review of a decision by the Commissioner, it shall receive a hearing consistent with this Chapter.
(b) An attorney who appears on behalf of any person shall file with the Administrative Law Officer a written appearance on a form provided by the One-Call Adjudicatory Process for such purpose.

(c) The Administrative Law Officer may grant continuances only upon a finding of good cause.

(d) All testimony shall be given under oath or affirmation.

(e) No new documents may be introduced before the Administrative Law Officer which were available to the parties prior to review of the Evaluation Panel.

(f) The Administrative Law Officer may issue subpoenas to secure the attendance and testimony of relevant witnesses and the production of relevant documents. Issuance of subpoenas shall be subject to Section 10-21-300.

(g) Subject to subsection (i) of this section, the Administrative Law Officer may permit witnesses to submit their testimony by affidavit or by telephone.

(h) The formal and technical rules of evidence shall not apply in the conduct of the hearing. Evidence, including hearsay, may be admitted only if it is of a type commonly relied upon by reasonably prudent persons in the conduct of their affairs.

(i) The Administrative Law Officer shall give deference to the Evaluation Panel’s findings of fact and the Commissioner’s decision. The Administrative Law Officer shall take de novo consideration as to the weight of the testimony and credibility of the witnesses. The party who seeks review of the Commissioner’s decision has the burden to establish that a mistake was made in the Commissioner’s decision.

(j) Upon the timely request of any party to the proceeding, any person, who the Administrative Law Officer determines may reasonably be expected to provide testimony which is material and which does not constitute a needless presentation of cumulative evidence, shall be made available for cross-examination prior to a final determination of liability.

(k) Upon conclusion of a hearing, the Administrative Law Officer shall issue a final determination affirming or reversing, in whole or in part, the Commissioner’s decision. Upon issuing a final determination of liability the Administrative Law Officer may modify the Commissioner’s decision accordingly, provided that the Administrative Law Officer’s decision is consistent with this Chapter 10-21. It may also assess costs reasonably related to instituting the administrative adjudication proceeding; provided, however, that in no event shall the Administrative Law Officer have the authority to
impose a fine in excess of $50,000 exclusive of costs of enforcement or costs imposed to secure compliance with this Code.

(l) The record of all hearings before the Administrative Law Officer shall include:

1. a record of the testimony presented at the hearing, which may be made by tape recording or other appropriate means;
2. all documents presented at the hearing;
3. a copy of the administrative notice of violation;
4. a copy of the Evaluation Panel’s findings of fact and recommendation;
5. a copy of the Commissioner’s decision;
6. a copy of the notice of hearing; and
7. a copy of the findings and decision of the Administrative Law Officer.

10-21-320  Default.

(a) If at the time set for a hearing the respondent or his attorney of record fails to appear, the Administrative Law Officer may find the respondent in default, terminate the proceedings, and revert to the decision of the Commissioner. A copy of the order of default shall be served in any manner permitted by Section 10-21-280(c).

(b) A respondent who is found to be in default may petition the Administrative Law Officer to set aside the order of default and set a new hearing date in accordance with Section 10-21-330.

10-21-330  Petition to vacate default order.

The Administrative Law Officer may vacate any order entered by default and set a new hearing date upon a petition filed within 21 days after the issuance of the order of default if the Administrative Law Officer determines that the petitioner’s failure to appear at the hearing was for good cause or, at any time if the petitioner establishes that the petitioner was not provided with proper service of process. If the petition is granted, the order shall be vacated and the Administrative Law Officer shall proceed with a new hearing on the underlying matter as soon as practical.

10-21-340  Violations of orders.

(a) A person violates this section if he:

1. is provided with notice and an opportunity to be heard under this Code;

and

2. knowingly fails to comply with an order issued by the Commissioner or the Administrative Law Officer under this Chapter, including any requirement of a subpoena.
Each day that the violation occurs shall be considered a separate and distinct offense.

(b) It is not a defense to this section that a person:
   (1) came into compliance or attempted to come into compliance with the order after the date upon which the order, by its terms, required compliance; or
   (2) sought judicial review of the order but failed to obtain a stay of the order prior to the date upon which the order, by its terms, required compliance.

(c) Sentence. A person convicted under this section shall be punished by:
   (1) a fine of not less than $200 and not more than $500 for each offense;
   (2) incarceration for not more than 180 days for each offense; and/or
   (3) an order to perform community service for a period not to exceed 200 hours for each offense.

(d) The corporation counsel shall institute actions under this section in a court of competent jurisdiction.

10-21-350 Review under the Administrative Review Law.

Any final decision by the Administrative Law Officer that a code violation does or does not exist shall constitute a final determination for purposes of judicial review and shall be subject to review under the Illinois Administrative Review Law.

10-21-360 Enforcement.

(a) Any fine, other sanction or costs imposed by order of the One-Call Adjudicatory Process that remains unpaid after the exhaustion of, or the failure to exhaust, judicial review procedures shall be a debt due and owing the City and, as such, may be collected in accordance with applicable law.

(b) After the expiration of the period in which judicial review may be sought, unless stayed by a court of competent jurisdiction, the findings, decision and order of the One-Call Adjudicatory Process may be enforced in the same manner as a judgment entered by a court of competent jurisdiction.

(c) In any case in which a respondent fails to comply with an order of the One-Call Adjudicatory Process imposing a fine or other sanction as a result of a code violation, any expenses incurred by the City to enforce the order of the One-Call Adjudicatory Process, including but not limited to, attorney’s fees, court costs, and costs, after they are fixed by a court of competent jurisdiction or an Administrative Law Officer shall be a debt due and owing the city. The matter may be enforced in the Department of Administrative Hearings under Section 2-14-103.
(d) Nothing in this section shall prevent the City from enforcing or seeking to enforce any order of the One-Call Adjudicatory Process in any manner which is in accordance with applicable law.

10-21-370 Interest.

Except as otherwise provided by law, interest on any debt due and owing shall accrue at the rate set for interest upon judgments.

10-21-380 Fines payable to the Department of Finance.

All fines and other monies paid to the City in accordance with this Chapter shall be remitted to the Department of Finance.